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PURPOSE: To efficiently undertake the

assembly work of form panels and enhance the

durability of the panels for a higher conversion

rate, regarding the assembly of a form using a

plurality of form panels.

|>. CONSTITUTION: A form panel 1 having a few

10, semicircular notched recesses 2 on both side

1 i'.

~

11
n I

edges, are used and a plurality of the panels 1

are jointed with opposite edges abutted to

each other, thereby constituting a form panel

train A. In this case, one end of a separator 3 is

jointed to a semicircLilar separator mounting

hole 8 comprising the sections 2 and 2 formed

as a result of jointing the opposite edges. The

other end of the separator 3 is jointed to the opposite mounting hole 8 of a form panel

train B similarly assembled, thereby tightening and fixing the trains A and B to each

other.
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* NOTICES ^

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

Sin the drawings, any words are not Iranslated,

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A form assembly method comprising:

A process of making a transverse direction standing in a row, and constituting a form

panel sequence while comparing an opposite side edge of a form panel which adjoins

the both-sides end face in two or more form panels which have provided some cut

recesses in the length direction for every constant interval,

A process of consisting a request interval and opposite-**(ing) this form panel

sequence forward and backward.

A process of connecting and fixing between form panels which attach a separator to a

separator mounting hole formed of a cut recess which agreed mutually [ when

comparing the opposite side edges of an adjoining form pane) and counter it forward

and backward with this separator.

[Claim 2]A form panel constituted so that a separator mounting hole may be formed

by the cut recesses which agree mutually, when some cut recesses are provided in

the both-sides end face for every constant interval in the length direction and an

opposite side edge of form panels is compared.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
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[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the form panel used for operation of

the form assembly method which assembles a moid using two or more form panels,

and this method.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior ArtjThe form panel which has provided the reinforcement

frame in one from the former the rear-face side periphery neighborhood of the face

plate of the rectangular shape which is drilling some holes with a bundle in the desired

part when assembling a mold with two or more form panels is used. First by comparing

the side edges which counter two or more form panels which have the

above-mentioned structure on the basic surface formed by placing oversite concrete,

joining to a state, and setting up in the shape of a single tier one by one, assemble a

form pane) sequence and it ranks second. Where consisted the prescribed interval in

this form panel sequence, it installed the form panel sequence side by side similarly, it

connected between each form panel of the form panel sequence which counters with

the separator and the above-mentioned prescribed interval is maintained, it binds

tight and fixes, and a mold is assembled, and it is

[0003]By the way, the connection between the form panels with the above-mentioned

separator which counter, Make it hold so that a separator may be projected in each

hole with a bundle using the hole with a bundle currently drilled in the face plate of one

form panel, and. The end of said separator is inserted in some holes with a bundle

which are dealt with so that the form panel of another side which counters this form

panel may be raised, and are drilled in the face plate, After connecting a bundle lever

with the tip part of a separator from the outside surface side of the form panel of

another side, the work of connecting the form panels which counter by driving a wedge

member into this bundle (ever, and fixing is done.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionlHowever, according to such a form

assembly method, several separators which project from some holes with a bundle

drilled in the face plate of the form pane! of one side are received, Must double

simultaneously some holes with a bundle currently drilled in the face plate at the tip of

the separator which counters, must do the work of inserting in at once, making the

form panel of the other side start, and The sake. When at least one a separator and a

hole with a bundle had shifted, the insertion work becomes impossible and there was a

problem that required time and effort and working capacity fell remarkably with the

difficulty of assembly operation.

[0005]the hole with a bundle — a form panel, since it is comparatively provided in the
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face piate of thin meat, When between the form panels which counter via a separator

is bound tight, curvature may occur in a face plate, There is a possibility that a hole

portion with a bundle may moreover be damaged at the time of placing concrete, or

blinding may arise, and the situation where the case where it damages at the time of

moid demolition arises, and a reuse becomes impossible occurs. This invention aims at

offer of the form panel which uses such a problem for operation of a form assembly

method which can be canceled extensively, and a method for the same.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem]To achieve the above objects, this invention is

characterized by a form assembly method comprising the following.

A process of making a transverse direction standing in a row, and constituting a form

panel sequence while comparing an opposite side edge of a form panel which acjjoins

the both-sides end face in two or more form panels which have provided some cut

recesses in the length direction for every constant interval

A process of consisting a request interval and opposite-**(ing) this form panel

sequence forward and backward.

A process of connecting and fixing between form panels which attach a separator to a

separator mounting hole formed of a cut recess which agreed mutually [ when

comparing the opposite side edges of an adjoining form panel ], and counter it forward

and backward with this separator.

[0007]It constitutes so that a separator mounting hole may be formed by the cut

recesses which agree mutually, when some cut recesses are provided in the

both-sides end face for every constant interval in the length direction and an opposite

side edge of form panels is compared as a form panel used for operation of this

method.

[0008]

[Function]If the opposite side edges of an adjoining form panel are poked one by one

and an one-in all rowHike form panel sequence is constituted, the cut recesses

currently formed in the side edge of an adjoining form panel will agree, and a separator

mounting hole will be formed. And consist a request interval and such a form panel

sequence is assembled to a parallel state. It changes into the state where the both

ends of the separator were inserted and stopped between the above-mentioned

separator mounting holes which counter, a separator is bound tight from the outside

surface of a form panel, a form panel sequence is fixed in the state where the fixed

interval was consisted, and a mold is assembled.
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[0009]

[Example]Next, the example of this invention is described about a drawing. As the

cross-sectionai view of an assembly important section and drawing 6 are the

perspective views of a form panel and the perspective view» drawing 4 , and dravv^ing 5

drawing 1 - drawing 3 show the assembly process of a mold are shown in this

drawing 6, first the form pane! 1, The reinforcement frame which consists of the

vertical reinforcement frame material 12 and the horizontal reinforcement frame

material 13 the reai—Face side periphery neighborhood of the face plate 11 of longwise

rectan^lar shape is adhered in one, and the face plate 1 1 and the vertical

reinforcement frame material 12 consist a constant interval in the length direction,

and form some semicircle shape cut recesses 2 in the flat-tapped both-sides end

face. Although this form panel 1 is a product made from wood, it may usually be

formed by the synthetic resin material or a metallic material.

[001 0]3 is a separator, and as shown in drawing 2 and drawing 4 , it comprises the

cylindrical spacing lever 31 which has fixed length, the truncated cone-shaped seat

object 32 attached to the both ends of this spacing lever 31, and the screw bar part

33 which protrudes from the seat object 32. 4 is a cylindrica! bundle lever which has

fixed length, the screw hole 41 which the screw bar part 33 of the above-mentioned

separator 3 is made to screw in the tip part is formed, and the wedge insertion locking

hole 42 penetrated to a diameter direction is established in the base end. 5 is a wedge

object and 6 is a presser-foot implement.

[0011]ln order to assemble a mold using each member constituted as mentioned

above, First, the form panel sequence A of the shape of a set-up single tier is formed

by making it Join one by one, as the opposite side edges of the form panels 1 and 1

which adjoin two or more form panels 1 on the basic surface (not shown) formed by

placing oversrte concrete are compared. Under the present circumstances, if the

opposite side edges of the form panels 1 and 1 are made close, the cut recess 2 and

two comrades which are formed in this side edge will agree, and the separator

mounting hole 8 of a circle configuration will be formed.

[0012]!nsert the screw bar part 33 of the separator 3 in this separator mounting hole

8, and make the major diameter edge surface of the seat object 32 contact on the end

of the face plate 1 1 of the form panel 1, and. It holds In the state where fastened in

the mounting hole 8 from the outside surface (vertical reinforcement frame material

12) side of the form panel 1, inserted the tip part of the lever 4, made it screw in the

end of the separator 3, and the separator 3 was made to project horizontally from the

mounting hole 8.
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[0013]Subsequently, two or more form panels 1 and 1 are joined in the shape of a

single tier iike the above, the form panel sequence B of another side is formed, in the

state where the face plate 1 1 and 1 1 comrades made both the form panel sequence

counter mutually, it consists and a request interval is installed side by side. When

facing forming this form panel sequence B and comparing the opposite side edge of

the following form pane! 1 from the side to one side edge of the form panel 1, It joins

putting the other end of the separator 3 between the cut recesses 2 and 2 which

counter, and changes into the state where the other end of the separator 3 was made

to insert into the mounting hole 8 formed by agreement of these cut recesses 2 and 2,

It fastens at the separator 3 end after [ appropriate ] and in each mounting hole 8 like

the above, and the lever 4 is connected,

[0014]In this way, in the form panel sequences A and B which consisted and installed

the request interval side by side, the rectangular pipe-shaped material 7 is

horizontally constructed and laid on the bundle lever 4 which protruded on the outside

surface side, After hitting against the vertical reinforcement frame material 12 of the

form panel 1 and changing into a ****** state, straddle each bundle lever 4, the

presser-foot implement 6 is made to contact the **** material 7, the wedge object 5

is fastened, and it is devoted to the wedge insertion looking hole 42 of the lever 4. If it

does so, can draw the separator 3 near, and the seat object 32 will contact it by

pressing on the end of the face plate 1 1 of the form panel 1 , and the **** material 7

will stick it to the vertical reinforcement frame material 12 of the form pane! 1 by

pressure firmly, and it will be assembled by the state where the form panel 1 was

fastened by the seat object 32 and the **** material 7,

[001 5]Concrete is suitably placed in the mold assembled as mentioned above. After

recuperating oneself and stiffening this concrete, before and after the following, the

form panel 1 grade which removed the wedge object 5, the presser-foot implement 6,

the **** material 7, and bundle lever 4 grade one by one, disassembles a moid, and

was disassembled is used again.

[0016]Drawing 5 fastens with the separator 3, another structure with the lever 4 is

shown, and the separator 3 has attached the seat objects 32 and 32 to the both ends

by screwing etc., The bundle lever 4 has formed the screw bar part 43 at the tip, forms

this screw bar part 43 in the small diameter end side of the seat object 32, and it

constitutes it so that it may be made to screw in the screw hole part 34. Since there

is no excrescence from the seat object 32 when according to such composition it

fastens at the time of demolition and the lever 4 is removed, especially a form corner

part can be disassembled easily, the collar made of resin which 9 makes placed
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between the mounting holes 8 if needed — it is a with short cylinder-shaped spacer,

[OOnjWhen joining the opposite side edges of the adjoining form panels 1 and 1 by

fastening with the separator 3 constituted in this way according to the lever 4,

Inserted state voice can be made to support in the mounting hole 8 which fastens

between the agreeing opposite cut recesses 2 and 2, makes the iever 4 intervene, and

is formed of these cut recesses 2 and 2, Between the form panels 1 and 1 which

counter by making the seat object 32 attached to the screw bar part 43 projected

from the face pfate 1 1 of the form panel 1 and the end of the separator 3 screw is

connected.

[0018]

[Effect of the InventionjAs mentioned above, make a transverse direction stand in a

row, and constitute a form panel sequence from this invention, comparing tiie opposite

side edge of the form panel which adjoins the both-sides end face in two or more form

panels which have provided some cut recesses in the length direction for every

constant interval, and. Between the form panels which attach a separator to the

separator mounting hole formed of the cut recess which agrees mutually [ when the

opposite side edges of the form panel as for which consists a request interval forward

and backward and an opposite this form panel sequence, and which adjoins are

compared and counter it forward and backward is connected with this separator,

Since it is characterized by fixing, the form panels which counter using the hole with a

bundle currently drilled in the face plate of a form panel (ike before are connected with

a separator, The cut recesses provided in the side edge of the form panel make a

separator connect with the mounting hole formed by being put together unlike the

method of fixing.

Therefore, it not only can prevent damage to a form panel, but the connecting

operation can carry out simply and promptly, and it can aim at improvement in working

capacity.

[0019]Since the cut recess is provided in the side edge part of the form pane!

currently formed fn thickness of reinforcement frame material etc., Can perform a firm

and accurate assembly, without any distortion arising at the time of bolting of a

separator, and. Great effects, such as becoming recyclable, are done so, without being

able to assemble carrying out transverse movement of the form panels, and smooth

assembly operation's becoming possible, and repairing this form panel after mold

demolition.
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CTranslation done.]
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